Dear Valued Customer,

Please be aware of some important information regarding updates to the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children™, Second Edition (KABC™-II).

In March, 2018, Pearson released a normative update for the KABC-II. This new normative information is available in a manual supplement, as well as a new record form. The record form change removed Critical Difference Tables from the existing record form. Going forward, those tables will be included in the Manual Supplement. You may continue to use your existing KABC-II Record Forms with old norms, but you must use the Critical Difference Tables in the Norm Update Manual Supplement if using the KABC-II NU norms.

To differentiate this new version, the KABC-II NU Manual Supplement will come with a sticker you can place on your existing KABC-II Manual to remind you to utilize the new norms from KABC-II NU Manual Supplement.

KABC-II NU is available on Q-global®, any KABC-II NU test administrations scored on Q-global after March 24, 2018 automatically utilize the new KABC-II NU norms. For your reference, a shortened digital version of the KABC-II NU Manual Supplement is available in the general Q-global folder. This version includes general information about the normative update, but does not include the new norms. Instructions on how to access the full digital version of the KABC-II NU Manual Supplement are included when you purchase a KABC-II NU Kit (25042), Manual Supplement (25047), or Manual & Supplement Package (25043).

Out the with OLD...in with the NU!
Why not refresh your kit with new (NU) materials?
The KABC-II NU complete kit (item 25042) includes both the original KABC-II Manual, the new KABC-II NU Manual Supplement, and the new KABC-II NU Record Form. Please feel free to be in touch with an Assessment Consultant with any questions you may have about the update to this assessment.

Thank you,

Jen Nightingale
Vice President, Sales and Marketing
Canada, India & Brazil
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